READVERTISEMENT RFB #22-0594
Pre-positioned Generators
Addendum #1 - Q and A
June 16, 2022
1. Would you be willing to accept open market items on this solicitation or outside of GSA in
general? Kohler does not have generator rentals available, but our distributors do. They do not
have a GSA price list, so they would not be able to quote it through GSA.
A – Yes.
2. Will all generators have (1) delivery location or many different locations?
1. If different locations – could you provide addresses for each delivery location?
a. Relocated during emergency event – Will same generator provide power to several
locations during the event? (Several of the generator sizes you have listed on RFB
requires a semi-tractor to move)
A – There will be many different locations determined prior to the event for initial delivery.
During the event, it is expected that the vendor will relocate generators as needed. It is
possible that one generator will be utilized in several different locations throughout the
duration of the event.
3. Can you provide cables type needed for each location? length needed? Size required for each
location.
A – We are unable to determine this prior to each event as it is unknown exactly which
facilities will need a generator until the threat is known.
4. Expectation of the County that the technician will connect generators --- Does each location
have Automatic Transfer Switches (ATS)? If not, will generator be hard wired into panel boxes?
How many panels to be powered?
A – This is unknown depending upon the event. We do not have ATS at every location
however they do exist at most emergency services locations.
5. It is listed that mobilization, fuel, equipment, permits, etc. be included in bid --a. With fuel rates changing daily, how would this be included in bid?
b. Cables – how will cables be estimated without knowing size of cables needed and
length of cables ?
c. Permits – Will the county incur the cost of permits or will contractor apply and pay
for each permit to hookup each location ?
A – The expectation is that the generators are delivered with minimal fuel allowed per
transport rules. Fuel to run the generators will be provided by our pre-positioned fuel services
contract, it is not the expectation that the fuel be included within this scope of service. It is
expected that the vendor’s technicians will be fully equipped with any needed equipment,
fuel, etc. to ensure that they can position generators in needed locations.
6. Would you be willing to revise RFB to two week rental for generators and time and material
rates for the rest?
A – No, the bid sheet will not be edited.

